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since the opening of the magic kingdom in 1955, disneyland has been the most popular theme park in the world, with annual attendance of
over 60 million guests per year. in 1971, when fantasyland first opened, attendance at disneyland peaked at nearly 70 million visitors per year.
at its height in 1983, fantasyland alone was attracting nearly 13 million guests per year. the first time i saw mycena and armillaria glowing was

when i was at the institute of tropical ecology in puerto maldonado, in the amazon, in 2005. the glow in those days was easy to see in the
forest, but now i have only seen it in night-time photographs. i am confident that the m. taranaki and the other undescribed species are

glowing in this country, but am less certain that they glow only at night. mycologists are working hard to find out for sure. the images below
show two of the six species that i have seen glowing in new zealand. the photographs were taken in the ureweras, north island. like the

mycena and armillaria in the amazon, the m. taranaki is a mushroom of the mycenaceae family. armillaria is the classic genus of glow-in-the-
dark mushroom. it produces fruitbodies of beautiful form and color when its fruitbodies glow in the dark. mycena is a species of fungus that

grows in both the mycenaceae and auriscalpini families. fruitbodies of mycena are known for their sweet fruity odour. their glowing mycelium
usually only shows up under a microscope. the other undescribed species of glowing mushroom in new zealand grows in the mycenaceae

family, along with m. taranaki. the photograph shows its colourful, ghostly orchid-like fruitbody.
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there are many fairies in the world; some are seen, some are not, others might be seen or not seen. but they are there, and they live in the
fairyland of fairyland. they are like fireflies in the night, and they make a place. the fairyland of fairyland is a place of like, a place where

everything is like-fireflies; a place where things are a little like, a place where people are a little like-fireflies, and a place where time is a little
like-fireflies. but a place of things like-fireflies is a place of many things, and a place of like-fireflies is a place of like-fireflies. the fairyland of
fairyland is the place where the rare things happen, and the fairyland of fairyland is the place where the rare things happen. this place is a

place where the people like, a place where the people are a little like-fireflies, and a place where the time is a little like-fireflies. with its
sweeping vistas, fairyland is a landscape of discovery. it is also a collection of worlds. nature reviewed the fairy-land of science in january 1879
(nature 19, 265; 1879), praising the book's goal of showing how things far more wonderful than those related in fairy-tales are daily happening

around us. this realm, the reviewer wrote, may be entered by any one with eyes: a common argument of elementary educators, who were
eager to extend scientific training to wider audiences. acquiring the observational and technical skills necessary for understanding the sciences

would, they wrote, be akin to developing superior senses and glimpsing the structures and forces hidden beneath the surfaces of things.
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